CJRS/JCT Copyright:
The Copyright Act governs Canadian copyright law, which protects original works. Copyright in a work
may be assigned or licensed to others. “Moral” rights, including the author’s right to be associated with
their work by name and to protect the integrity of the work, are also protected under Canadian copyright
law. All assignments and licenses of copyright must be made in writing to be valid. While moral rights
may not be assigned, the author may waive these rights; assignments and licenses of copyright should also
include a waiver of the author’s moral rights.
Consistent with the goal of ensuring the widest possible distribution of the materials published in
CJRS/JCT, and as per CASI By-Laws (Regulation No. 12, Section 2), “the copyright of all papers and
material presented at a meeting of the Institute or of any of its Branches, Sections or Constituent Societies,
or printed in any publication of the Institute, shall be vested in the Institute unless otherwise previously
stipulated”.
CASI has developed several forms that may be used to formally assign copyright to CASI and to waive the
author’s moral rights. There are several possible cases:
1.

Single or Multiple Authors: Use the form “COPYRIGHT ASSIGNMENT and WAIVER OF
MORAL RIGHTS”, which must be signed by each author.

2.

Single or Multiple Authors, Work Owned by Employer: Use the form “COPYRIGHT
ASSIGNMENT and WAIVER OF MORAL RIGHTS: Work Owned by Employer”, which must be
signed by the employer and each author.

3.

Canadian or other Crown Copyright: Use the form “WAIVER OF MORAL RIGHTS”, which must
be signed by each author, and provide a license to CASI to use the work, as well as explicit
instructions on the appropriate copyright statement. It is incumbent on the author to ensure that an
appropriate license or copyright assignment to CASI is provided.

4.

USA Government Employees: Although the work may be in the public domain for the purposes of
US copyright law, for the purposes of Canadian and International copyright law, assignment of
copyright (both Canadian and International) is still required. Copyright must be assigned to CASI
prior to publication in CJRS/JCT, as per case 2 above.

Once the manuscript is accepted for publication, the appropriate Copyright forms shall be filled-in, signed,
and returned to CASI. Failure to complete and return the necessary forms will result in a delay in
publication of your manuscript. If copyright is assigned to CASI, the statement “© 200# CASI” will be
included on each page of your article.
The authors are responsible for obtaining the required permissions to use any copyrighted material that
appears in their manuscript. Submission of a manuscript for consideration for publication acknowledges
that the authors have already obtained the necessary permissions.
The manuscript of an article intended for publication in CJRS may be reproduced and used elsewhere by
the author, but not for commercial purposes. Authors may place their articles (i.e. abstracts, pre-prints,
and/or reprints) on their own or their employer’s Web sites provided that such posting does not constitute a
citable source (i.e. amounting to a pre-publication or dual publication of the article). For pre-prints, the
author shall include the statement “Submitted for publication in the Canadian Journal of Remote
Sensing/Journal canadien de télédétection” at the top or bottom of the first page of the article. For reprints,
this statement shall be modified to include the complete bibliographic reference, the appropriate copyright
statement, and that “further distribution is not permitted”. Pre-print versions of the article must not be
represented as the published version.
CASI grants permission to individuals to download, print, or copy single copies of articles published in
CJRS for personal use only. Any person may reproduce short excerpts from articles published in CJRS

provided that the source is fully acknowledged and cited. This permission does not extend to copying for
general or commercial distribution, advertising, or resale. For general or commercial distribution,
advertising, or resale, third parties should apply in writing to CASI to receive a license to reuse CASIcopyrighted materials in these ways.

